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Sometimes one kiss…
For five long years since the day he met Addison McClain, Maikao Iona has been making every excuse in
the book as to why he can’t date anyone. But the real reason is the fact he fell hard for her the day he laid
eyes on her…er, assets by accident during a charity fundraiser. The issue? He knows if he comes remotely
close to telling her how he feels that she’ll run faster than an Olympian the moment the words “I love you”
leave his mouth. So Maikao has to be crafty, he has to be smooth, he has to…well, damn it, he has to go
claim his woman, who is now determined to date one of their mutual friends.

Is all it takes…
Every second that Addison McClain is in Maikao Iona’s presence feels right. Something that wasn’t so
confusing when they were simply best friends. Yet now things have grown, changed, molded into a
relationship that doesn’t feel so … friendly anymore. Past history tells her that she isn’t remotely what
Maikao is looking for. The question is—why does her fireman lose his ever-loving mind every time she
mentions dating someone else?
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From reader reviews:

Clinton Whitten:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time?
That's why, you can choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent all their spare
time to take a stroll, shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book eligible
Kiss and Tell? Maybe it is for being best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time
together with your favorite's book, you can better than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have
different opinion?

Brooke Callender:

This Kiss and Tell are reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why. The main
reason of this Kiss and Tell can be one of many great books you must have is actually giving you more than
just simple reading through food but feed anyone with information that probably will shock your preceding
knowledge. This book is definitely handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions
both in e-book and printed kinds. Beside that this Kiss and Tell forcing you to have an enormous of
experience for instance rich vocabulary, giving you tryout of critical thinking that we understand it useful in
your day pastime. So , let's have it and enjoy reading.

Vincenza Nagel:

The reserve untitled Kiss and Tell is the e-book that recommended to you to read. You can see the quality of
the reserve content that will be shown to a person. The language that creator use to explained their ideas are
easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of analysis when write the book, so the information that
they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of Kiss and Tell from the
publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

Susan Peterson:

You can get this Kiss and Tell by look at the bookstore or Mall. Just simply viewing or reviewing it could
possibly to be your solve trouble if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this guide are various.
Not only by written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era just like
now, you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your ways
to get more information about your guide. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your knowledge
are still change. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.
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